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he is drawing a straight line he is following it a straight 
line he is behind it although he draws a straight line he 
follows it he draws a straight line he follows it he draws 
a straight line he is behind it although he draws a straight 
line he follows it he draws a straight line and he follows 
he draws a straight line behind his back although he 
draws a straight line he says he draws a straight line and 
he follows he draws a straight line behind his back 
although he draws a straight line he says he draws a 
straight line he tells he draws a line behind their back 
though he draws a straight line he says draw a straight 
line he tells him to draw a straight line behind their back 
although he draws a straight line he says he is to draw a 
straight line he says behind his back he draws a line 
though he draws a straight line he says draw a straight 
line he tells him to draw a straight line behind his back 
though he draws a straight line he says he draws a straight 
line he says behind him he draws a line though he draws 
a straight line he says drawing a straight line he tells him 
to draw a straight line behind his back but he draws a 



straight line he says he draws a straight line he says 
behind him he draws a line but he draws a straight line 
he says draw a straight line he says he draws a line 
behind his back but he is drawing a straight line he says 
he draws the line and follows they draw straight lines 
behind his back although it draws straight lines it says 
draws a straight line and following they draw straight 
lines behind his back although it draws straight lines he 
draws straight lines he says they draw upon their roads 
although it draws straight lines he says draw a straight 
line he says drawing a straight line behind his back 
although draws straight lines he says draw a straight line 
he says after his return he pulls off although it draws 
straight lines he says draw a straight line he says drawing 
a straight line behind his back but draws straight lines 
he says they draw straight lines you say follow with a line 
but it draws straight lines he says draw a straight line he 
says drawing a straight line behind his back but draws 
straight lines he says they draw straight lines you say 
followed with a line but it draws straight lines he says 



draw a straight line they say they pull the line behind his 
back but draw straight lines he says they draw straight 
lines you say following a line but it draws straight lines 
he says draw a straight line he says pulling off after his 
return but draws straight lines he says he draws the line 
and follows it they draw a line behind their back while 
drawing a line draw a straight line and follow it they draw 
a line behind their back although drawing a straight line 
he draws a line they learn from their path although it 
draws a straight line he says he says drawing a straight 
line draw a straight line behind while drawing a straight 
line he says draw a straight line he says on his return he 
was pulled out though it drew a line he said draw a 
straight line he said drawing a straight line behind his 
back but to draw a line he said draw a straight line you 
say with a line but it draws a straight line he said draw a 
straight line he said drawing a straight line behind his 
back but to draw a line he said draw a straight line you 
say with a line but it draws a straight line he said draw a 
straight line they said they were back behind the line but 



to draw a line he said draw a straight line you say with a 
line but it draws a straight line he said draw a straight 
line he said he pulled back but to draw a line he said he 
pulled the line and follow they draw a line at your back 
although the drawing draw a straight line and follow they 
draw a line at your back although drawing a straight line 
he drew they learn on the road although it draws the line 
he said she said drawing a straight line draw a straight 
line behind while drawing a straight he said draw a straight 
line he said after returning he pulled out though it drew 
the line he said draw a straight line he said drawing a 
straight line behind the back but to draw a line he said 
draw a straight line you say with line but it draws the line 
he said draw a straight line he said drawing a straight 
line behind the back but to draw a line he said draw a 
straight line you say with line but it draws the line he said 
draw a straight line they said back behind the line but to 
draw a line he said draw a straight line you say with line 
but it draws the line he said draw a straight line he said 
he pulled back but to draw a line he said he pulled the 



line and follow they draw a line in your back although 
drawing drawing a straight line and follow they draw a 
line in your back although drawing a straight line he drew 
they learn on the road draw the line he said she said 
drawing a straight line draw a straight line back while 
drawing directly he said drawing a straight line they are 
coming they pulled out after the draw this line he said 
drawing a straight line he said drawing a direct line back 
but draw a line he said drawing a straight line line with 
what you say but draw the line he said drawing a straight 
line he said drawing a direct line back but draw a line he 
said drawing a straight line line with what you say but 
draw the line he said drawing a straight line back behind 
the line but draw a line he said drawing a straight line 
line with what you say but draw the line he said drawing 
a straight line he said he pulled back but draw a line he 
said he left the line and follow they draw a line on your 
back although painting and drawing a straight line to 
follow they draw a line on your back while drawing straight 
lines he was attracted they win on the road draw a line 



he said she said drawing straight lines draw straight lines 
despite drawing directly he said drawing a straight line 
they are coming then pulled to draw the line he said 
drawing a straight line he said drawing a direct line but 
to draw a line he said drawing a straight line consistent 
with what you say but i draw the line he said drawing a 
straight line he said drawing a direct line but to draw a 
line he said drawing a straight line consistent with what 
you say but i draw the line he said drawing a straight line 
behind the back line but to draw a line he said drawing 
a straight line consistent with what you say but i draw 
the line he said drawing a straight line he said he pulled 
back but i draw the line he said he draws straight lines 
and it was followed he is right to draw a line behind his 
back although he draws straight lines he said he draws 
straight lines and it was followed he is right to draw a 
line behind his back although he draws straight lines he 
said he draws straight lines he said he drew a line behind 
their back although it draws a straight line he said draw 
a straight line he told her to draw straight lines back to 



back despite the fact that it draws a straight line he said 
to draw a straight line he said behind her back he drew 
the line though it draws a straight line he said draw a 
straight line he told her to draw straight lines back to 
back but it draws a straight line he said he has to draw 
a straight line he said behind him he drew the line however 
draws a straight line he said draw a straight line he told 
her to draw straight lines behind his back but he draws 
a straight line he said he has to draw a straight line he 
said behind him he drew the line but it draws a straight 
line he said draw a straight line he said he drew the line 
behind his back but he draws a straight line he said he 
has to draw a straight line he said behind him he drew 
the line but it draws a straight line he said draw a straight 
line he said he drew the line behind his back but he 
draws a straight line he said he drew the line and follow 
the straight line behind their back although the draw 
straight lines draw a straight line and follow the straight 
line behind their back although the draw straight lines he 
has to draw straight lines said they have their ways 



although it draws a straight line he said draw a straight 
line he said to draw a straight line across it to draw a 
straight line he said draw a straight line he said his hand 
he pulled off however to draw a straight line he said draw 
a straight line he said draw a straight line behind his back 
but to draw a straight line he said draw a straight line 
you said that line but it draws a straight line he said draw 
a straight line he said draw a straight line behind his back 
but to draw a straight line he said draw a straight line 
you said that line but it draws a straight line he said draw 
a straight line they said they were behind the back line 
but to draw a straight line he said draw a straight line 
you said that line but it draws a straight line he said draw 
a straight line he said he pulled off his back but to draw 
a straight line he said he drew the line and follow they 
were behind the line draw a line draw a straight line and 
follow they were behind the line while drawing straight 
lines he drew the line they know their way although it 
draws a straight line he said she said to draw a straight 
line draw a straight line across to draw straight lines 



though he said draw a straight line he said his hand he 
pulled out drew the line he said draw a straight line he 
said draw a straight line behind his back but i draw the 
line he said draw a straight line did you say a line but it 
draws a straight line he said draw a straight line he said 
draw a straight line behind his back but i draw the line 
he said draw a straight line did you say a line but it draws 
a straight line he said draw a straight line they said their 
back line but to draw a line he said draw a straight line 
did you say a line but it draws a straight line he said draw 
a straight line he said he pulled back but i draw the line 
he said his line and follow they draw a line on your back 
although the diagram draw a straight line and follow they 
draw a line on your back while drawing straight lines he 
drew the way they learn despite the fact that his line he 
said she said to draw a straight line draw a straight line 
backward draw a straight line he said draw a straight 
line he said after returning home he was out of line to 
draw he said draw a straight line he said draw a straight 
line behind his back but i draw the line he said draw a 



straight line you said the line but drawing the line he said 
draw a straight line he said draw a straight line behind 
his back but i draw the line he said draw a straight line 
you said the line but drawing the line he said draw a 
straight line they say behind the back line but to draw a 
line he said draw a straight line you said the line but 
drawing the line he said draw a straight line he said he 
pulled back but i draw the line he said his line and follow 
they draw a line on your back although his work to draw 
a straight line and follow they draw a line on your back 
while drawing straight lines he drew the way they learn 
draw a line he said she said to draw a straight line draw 
a straight line drawn straight he said to draw a straight 
line they came they pulled out came in he said draw a 
straight line he said draw a straight line but to draw a line 
he said to draw straight lines line you say but i draw the 
line he said draw a straight line he said to draw a straight 
line but to draw a line he said to draw straight lines line 
you say but i draw the line he said drawing a straight line 
behind the back line but to draw a line he said to draw 



straight lines line you say but i draw the line he said draw 
a straight line he said he pulled back but i draw the line 
he said he left the line and follow they draw a line on 
your back while painting draw straight lines they draw a 
line on your back you can draw straight lines he attracted 
them to win on the road draw a line he said she said to 
draw a straight line draw a straight line despite the fact 
that direct draw he said draw a straight line here they 
come and then pull to draw the line he said draw a straight 
line he said to draw a straight line but draw a line he said 
to draw straight lines consistent with what you say but i 
draw the line he said draw a straight line he said to draw 
a straight line but to draw a line he said draw a straight 
line consistent with what you say but i draw the line he 
said draw a straight line behind the back line but to draw 
a line he said draw a straight line consistent with what 
you say but i draw the line he said draw a straight line he 
said he pulled back i draw the line he said
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